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Abstract- This paper presents image processing algorithms systems [13-15] and many tele-operated systems [16-18], to
for cell structure recognition, which provides the desired name just a few. These systems are limited in throughput and
deposition destinations without human interference for an reproducibility because operator input (e.g., locating features
automated cell injection system. Adherent cells (endothelial and destinations) or operator involvement (e.g., switching
cells) are the main focus. The surface and shadow information . .
of the nucleoli of endothelial cells is used to extract their
locations, which subsequently produce a desired deposition required. A major holdup is the need for operator input and
destination inside the nucleus by Delaunay triangulation. 436 oversight in selecting or identifying specific target locations
nucleoli were 92% correctly recognized, paving the way for an or/and cells.
automated adherent cell injection system to be developed. Therefore, to fully automate a cell injection system, an
essential component is machine vision. Machine vision is
I. INTRODUCTION expected to serve two main purposes:
FOR investigating specific cellular responses, drug i) to replace an operator to recognize the cell structures,
compounds and biomolecules need to be delivered into and thus generate the deposition destinations; and
individual biological cells in a precise and dose-controllable ii) to provide the highly accurate sensor input to control
manner. For instance, four genes, OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, the micropipette tip, which is moved to the deposition
and LIN28, introduced into human somatic cells, were found destinations to conduct the injection. Especially, to align the
to be sufficient to reprogram those cells to pluripotent stem micropipette tip with the cells in height.
cells that exhibit the essential characteristics of embryonic Correspondingly, the challenges for machine vision in the
stem cells [1]. Apart from genes, the nucleic acid based context of cell injection lie in two main aspects:
molecules, such as short interfering RNA (siRNA) and i) robust recognition of the cell structures regardless of
antisense oligonucleotides (AS-ON) [2], which inhibit surrounding environments such as the illumination, cell
disease or cancer-related gene expression, need to be medium, cell holding device, and variations for cell size and
delivered into cells to evaluate their effectiveness. morphology; and
Many technologies have been developed for cellular ii) precise location of the micropipette tip in height with
material delivery, including ultrasound technique [3], respect to the deposition destinations. Once these two open
electroporation [4], nanovector-based delivery [5, 6], and challenges are addressed it will become possible to integrate
mechanical microinjection [7]. Among these techniques, machine vision with a motorized stage or micromanipulator
microinjection is effective in delivering macromolecules of a with a high precision positioning resolution (e.g., 40nm) to
soluble or insoluble compound into almost any cell type with construct a fully automated cell injection system.
high rates of cell viability [8], involving a glass micropipette, Recently, a first-of-its-kind fully automated zebrafish
which is manipulated to poke cells and deposit materials embryo injection system was developed [19]. The system is
inside. In the laboratory, the state-of-the-art microinjection is currently being extended to handle adherent cell injection. As
typically conducted manually and the operator has to stare at the second challenge has been addressed and reported by
images either through the microscope objectives or displayed Wang et al [20], the focus in this paper is on the image
on a monitor, while moving the micropipette tip to the processing for cell structure recognition and the
desired deposition destination. In addition, this destination is determination of the deposition destinations based on the
selected manually and varies among cells, requiring further recognized structures.
significant operator input and experience. The laborious task In this research cells may be broadly classified as
of current manual injection thus easily causes fatigue in suspended cells (e.g., embryos/oocytes) and adherent cells
injection technicians, and hinders performance consistency (e.g., HeLa cells, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells). Here,
and success rates [9-12]. Hence, there is a significant and endothelial cells are chosen for injection study. Endothelial
growing demand for fully automated, high-throughput cells line the entire circulatory system from the heart to the
injection systems. smallest capillary, playing important roles in the vascular
Efforts in automating cell injection have been continuous, system. In vitro, sticking to the Petri dish surface, endothelial
resulting in a visually servoed system [7], semi-automated cells do not require immobilization efforts. They are also
highly irregular in morphology, which makes robust pattern
Wang, Hewett, Hann, Chase and Chen are with the Dept. of Mechanical recognition potentially very challenging.
Engineering, University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch The paper is organized as follows. First, the overall
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structure of a cell injection system involving machine vision
for the adherent cells is introduced. Next, the image
processing method for endothelial cells is presented. The
experimental results for structure recognition are then
demonstrated.
II. STRUCTURE OF A CELL INJECTION SYSTEM
Fig. 1 shows the general structure for an adherent cell
injection system. Two motorized positioners 1, 2, such as
multi-DOF motorized positioning stages or
microrobots/micromanipulators, control the motion of
micropipette. A control software unit runs on the host
computer for motion control and image processing. Position
control devices connected to, or mounted on, the host
computer physically provide control signals to the two
positioners and the pressure unit. Fig. 2. Endothelial cell injection with glass micropipette.
air pressure III. IMAGE PROCESSING FOR ENDOTHELIAL CELL STRUCTUREsupply and
>host PC ¢regulator RECOGNITION
In extending the zebrafish embryo injection system (Wang et
11i.1o1sc 11 al, 2007a) to adherent endothelial cells, the first task is to
motorized process the pseudo-3D images (Fig. 2) obtained for
micropipette| Lj S-X positioner-2 endothelial cells under the experimental setup shown in Fig.
Petri dish wit 1. For biological purposes, injection of materials should
cells 11 111 m occur inside the nucleus, which carries the genetic
motorized positioner- 1 information. Ideally, recognition of the nucleus boundary
will allow the determination of a deposition destination.
However, the nucleus boundary is either completely invisible
or partially visible in the harsh pseudo-3D images.
vibrationfiso!Jtion table Alternatively, the nucleoli inside the nucleus are more
recognizable and provide hook points in the image for
Fig. 1. Endothelial cell injection with glass micropipette. automatically detecting other regions for injection.
Therefore, this research concentrates primarily on
automatically detecting nucleoli. A deposition destination
An injection micropipette (glass capillary or inside the nucleus may then be found based on recognized
microfabricated needle) is attached to the second positioner nucleoli for use in a fully automated adherent cell injection
2, and an inverted microscope is used to provide long system under development. This approach will present
working distance (e.g., > 60mm) under a high magnification injection errors, but eliminate the very difficult problem of
(40x) for the small adherent cells. The computer-controlled identifying non-convex nucleus boundaries for these cells.
pressure unit is responsible to apply pressure pulses to the
micropipettefor maera ineto. All th unt exet.h Image gradient-based methods, such as the Canny edgehscrompupete for mandtpessu unjectit Are m the onita vibratione detector [21, 22] or snake tracking [23] are not utilized toost computer and pressure uvit ion. Un t phase recognize the nucleoli. In particular, gradient approaches can
csolationtratarlief ontac condmizensbr,at pseudo-D imageof be sensitive to noise. In contrast, snake tracking is accurate,ontrast or re co ra t conde er. a n do-3 age of'
thecelss otaned(e..,Fig 2 an prcesedfo but computationally expensive for a lot of nucleoli presenting
enotelacllsrutueeogito.. in one image and thus not suitable for the real-time
application considered in this paper. More specifically, the
harsh images present a significant number of image gradients
and any type of generic edge detector would detect many
spurious points, making it difficult to reliably find the
required nucleoli. Furthermore, many of these feature
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detection algorithms are developed for general images, and
are thus not well suited to exploiting the specific individual
characteristics and knowledge of a specific application
without significant tuning. Thus, the algorithm developed
here is based on the surface and shadow information of
nucleoli, which provides a robust approach for this particular
machine vision scenario.
IV. AUTOMATED NUCLEOLI IDENTIFICATION
An example of a typical image that is required to be
processed is given in Fig 3.
Fig. 4. Normalizing the image of Fig 3.
The nucleoi have been found to consistently contain a "light
region" within them which allows a simple initial detection
by using a threshold on the normalized image. Hence, the
next step is to choose a threshold and remove all pixels with
d~~~~~~~~~~~~etetoofconucleoid utympically ontinfaloscreponints Nte
an intensity. The remaining points after this threshold will be
the "light region" in each nucleoi. This step gives a rough
that the initial thresholding only gives a set of I's and 0's in
t e intensity matrix, where a "i" correspon s to a potential
pixel on a nucleoi. Pixels that are joined with each other (by
one pixel) are then grouped together as one component. Thus
a set of connected components or "blobs" corresponding to
the "light region" on the image are characterized. Note that
this task is non-trivial to perform and a naive approach can
Fig. 3. An example image required to be processed. The goal easily result in significant computation. However, there are
is to find locations for injection by the micro pipette. already good efficient algorithms available in the literature,
for example commands in Matlab [24], which very quickly
finds connected components in any binary image.
To allow consistent thresholding, the first step is to
normalize the image. This normalization scales all the pixels The false points or "blobs" are ruled out by taking advantage
so that they have an intensity between 0 and 255. Let be a of a feature specific to the images in this application. The
given pixel intensity, and and the minimum and maximum nucleoi typically protrude out of the cell, so that they cast a
intensities in the raw image. The scaled intensity, denoted by shadow to the right and downwards as can be seen in Figures
I,Tis defined: 3 and 4. This feature is consistent over all images as there is
a constant light source from the top left corner of the image.
Hence a major discriminating feature which is used to
I = 255( )riin confirm nucleoi, is whether they have a group of dark pixels
maxi11iin to the right and downwards corresponding to he shadow.
The group of dark pixels are found by first looking for all
The normalized image is shown in Fig. 4. pixels on the normalized image which have an intensity less
than a given amount, which is chosen to be 50. The dark
pixels are then grouped into connected components. The
and thus represent the nucleoi' s shadow.
For a candidate shadow to be the 'real' shadow, three criteria
need to be met:
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i) It is in the right place in relation to the surface within a V. DETERMINATION OF DEPOSITION DESTINATIONS
tolerance. The "right place" is defined as more than 80% of
the shadow lying in the bottom right hand corner region The nucleoli typically occur in pairs in the nucleus for these
defined as "R" in Fig. 5; cells. Therefore, a deposition destination that is guaranteed
ii) The shadow and the surface are about the same size within to lie within the nucleus is between close pairs of identified
a factor of 2; and nucleoli. Two nucleoli are detected as being part of the
iii) The shadow is not simply a vertical or horizontal line. nucleus when they lie within a specified tolerance of each
other. This tolerance may be readily empirically determined
A surface and shadow are paired according to the distance based on the type of cells. The procedure is described as
between them being less than 10 pixels, which can be easily follows:
adapted experimentally in the field of view of camera used. i) The centre of each identified nucleolus is first found;
Given a pair of these two components corresponding to the ii) A Delaunay triangulation is then performed on the centre
surface and shadow of a nucleolus, a boundary surrounding points of each nucleolus. This approach enables very fast and
them is obtained by computing the convex hull, which is efficient calculation of the closest point to each nucleolus;
used as an approximation to the boundary of the nucleoli. iii) The distance between the centres of each identified
This approximation is reasonable as the shadow increases the nucleolus is computed and pairs that lie within a specified
size of the nucleoli by typically only about 10%. An tolerance are characterized; and
approximation to the boundary of each nucleolus allows a iv) Denote the line connecting the centres by L1. The
further set of criteria used to abandon spurious nucleoli, deposition destination is determined to be half way between
More specifically, these criteria are: the two points defined by the intersection of L1 and the
i) The enclosed area of the convex hull, measured by the boundaries of each nucleolus.
number of pixels of each candidate nucleolus, must be
sufficiently large but not too large, with the constraint:
80<Area<500 pixels; and
ii) The smallest distance in the x or y direction is no smaller VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
than one tenth of the larger distance in the opposite direction.
The first step of the algorithm after loading the images is to
perform the normalization procedure of Equation (1). The
result of normalizing Fig 3 is shown in Fig 4. As can be seen
in Fig 4, the normalization of the images increases the
contrast and makes the nucleoi, significantly stand out as
Light white patches on the image. This feature enables the nucleoi
region to be easily separated from the background. Based on
Nucleoi experiment, a threshold of 200 on the normalized image was
found to consistently identify nucleoi on all images, with
only a small number of false points. Fig 6 shows the result of
Shadow (dark calculating the "light regions" from Fig 4 which have aShadow (dark intensity greater than 200.
---- region)
Fig 5: Defining the shadow and position of the nucleoi as the
region "R".
Overall, this method is reasonably general. The thresholds
and tolerances can be readily adapted to similar cases with
different experimental a pproaches. Similarly, for the location
or size of shadow features based on lighting, which, if 1 |
perfect, requires only thresholding the lighted region. 1l l
Fig 6: Thresholding Fig 4 to locate all potential nucleoi
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The next step is to look for shadows with an intensity below
the threshold of 50, to the right and downwards from the
"light regions" as described in the algorithm above. The end
result is given in Fig 7, which shows all the "light regions" in
blue and the shadows or "dark regions" in red.
Note that Fig. 7 contains some false nucleoi. Applying the
automated nucleoi finding algorithm of section IV rules out
these false nucleoi leaving the required true nucleoi. Fig 8
shows the final result of the detected nucleoi for the image of
Fig 3. This algorithm was then applied to all the images in
the data base and the results were checked with manual
analysis by eye. The results are summarized as follows.
* Out of all the nucleoli that were identified,
successful nucleoli identification corresponded to
92%.
Fig 8: The result of applying Delaunay triangulation to the
* Percentage of all nucleous that were identified was identified nucleoi. Close pairs are shown by red lines, and
86% (that is, the missed nucleoli were 14%) the Delaunay triangulation is plotted in blue
* The false positives were 6%
To demonstrate the algorithm of detecting the injection site,
the image from Fig 3 is again used. The Delaunay
triangulation from the algorithm of section V is shown in Fig
8, and the injection sites are marked with a cross in Fig 9.
Fig 9: Applying the algorithm for detecting points for an
injection site. The injection sites are denoted by a cross.
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~VII.CONCLUSION
Leveraging machine vision and precise motion control, a cell
injection system has been developed for endothelial cells.
Image processing algorithms for the adherent cells are
Fig 7: The end result after applying the algorithmfor finding proposed in this paper. The algorithm for recognizing
the "light regions" and "dark regions". The "light regions' endothelial cell nucleoli uses the surface and shadow
are in blue and the "dark regions" are in red. information to locate the nucleoli in the nucleus, and
determines a deposition destination by Delaunay
triangulation. 436 endothelial cell nucleoli were 92%
correctly recognized, demonstrating the potential of an
automated adherent cell injection system to be developed by
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integrating the proposed image processing algorithm, which [22] Lowe DG (1999) Object recognition from local scale-invariant
is capable of recognizing nucleoli and determining features. Proc IEEE 7th International Conference on Computer
Vision: 1150-1157.deposition destinations inside the nucleus from the harsh [23] Xu CY, Prince JL (1998) Snakes, shapes, and gradient vector flow.
pseudo-3D images. IEEE Trans Image Processing 7: 359-369.
[24] http://www.mathworks.com
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